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topics

1. text and speech as historical research data, and
language technology

2. our work with LT for historical studies: two
examples

3. methodological musings on BLARKs and
language variation



LT in historical studies

In historical studies, text – and speech, i.e., language
– are central as both primary and secondary
research data sources.

In today’s world, the normal mode of access to text,
speech, images and video is in digital form. Modern
material is born digital and older material is being
digitized on a vast scale in cultural heritage and
digital library projects.

LT can help historians and other researchers make
effective use of this flood of language data from all
historical periods.



http://spraakbanken.gu.se/eng/start/



19th c. fiction in Litteraturbanken



NER in Litteraturbanken



semantic search in 19th c. fiction

CONPLISIT – the components:
I SALDO – a modern semantic lexicon with

inflectional morphology (∼73.000 senses)
I Dalin – a large 19th century lexicon (∼63.000

lemmas)
I an orthographic mapping database

SALDO–Dalin
I a morphology for regular 19th c. open parts of

speech
I Litteraturbanken (∼100 19th c. novels)
I a research question: can 19th c. fiction throw

light on the emergence of consumer society in
Sweden?



Dalin–SALDO round trip



some issues encountered

I the 1906 spelling reform – in reality lasting some
decades around 1900

I large synchronic orthographic variation before
the 19th century – and again today!

I slightly different inflectional morphologies
19th–20th century – gradual abandonment of
verb-subject agreement during the first half of
the 20th century until it officially went out of use
around 1950

I very different inflectional system (and syntax) in
the Old Swedish period

I changes in vocabulary
I changes in word meanings



methodological musings: what’s in a
BLARK?

I linguistically annotated text corpora
I speech databases
I tools for basic text and speech processing
I basic lexical resources
I tools for lingustic annotation of text (POS

taggers, chunkers, parsers)
I text-to-speech and speech-to-text systems

. . . in interoperable, standardized formats



BLARKs are static, . . .

As it is normally conceived of and presented, the
BLARK assumes a modern standard language
variety as the object of description, at least as far as
the written language part of the BLARK is
concerned, which is the part that we are
competent to make judgements about. Part of the
reason for this is certainly historical: The BLARK has
been – and continues to be – informed more than
anything else by language technology work on
modern stable written standard languages.



. . . language is dynamic

Modern linguistics increasingly recognizes variation
as a fundamental and essential characteristic of
human language. In this regard, the study of history
through textual primary sources makes up an
interesting and challenging testbed, where the
robustness and the generality of existing language
technology are subjected to the acid test of messy
and multilingual reality, more so than in many other
application areas, since we have to deal with, inter
alia, historical, non-standardized language varieties
in addition to a number of modern standard
languages.



linguistic variation

Language varies (at least),

I by community (languages, dialects, sociolects)
I by subject, purpose or medium (topics, genres)
I by time (historical language stages)

The BLARK attempts to abstract away from all three;
it can be thought of as reflecting a modern standard
language, which is topic- and genre-neutral.



describing variation in a BLARK?

Our work described above can be seen as the first
steps towards the development of Diabase, a
Swedish BLARK extended along the diachronic – or
time – axis. This work also raises some interesting
methodological questions about the description of
variation in the linguistic resources making up the
BLARK:

I fundamental/norm(al) ∼ deviation (e.g.,
‘correct’ vs. ‘incorrect’ verb agreement in a
novel published in 1935; correct vs. incorrect
spelling in an internet page in 2010)

I one system ∼ a mix of systems (e.g., pre- vs.
post-1906 spelling)



thank you for listening!


